The synaptic receptors of ON bipolar neurons are selectively activated by 2-amino-4-phosphonobutyrate, a glutamate analogue. This agent uniquely distinguishes these receptors from other types of excitatory amino acid receptors found in the retina. Various glutamate and aspartate analogues were used to assess the structureactivity characteristics of this receptor. The results suggest that it represents one class of glutamate receptor which can be distinguished by its preferential activation by acidic amino acid analogues that match the extended conformation of glutamate.
A decade ago, Murakami et al. (1972 Murakami et al. ( , 1975 demonstrated that aspartate and glutamate mimicked the actions of the photoreceptor neurotransmitter in the fish retina. This finding has been generalized to other vertebrate retinas and amplified upon in the fish. Neurotransmission at this junction is particularly interesting because single photoreceptors provide input to several classes of neurons, and evidence from our laboratory indicates that each class of second-order neuron possesses a distinct type of acidic amino acid receptor (Slaughter et al., 1983) . This synaptic arrangement, in which one presynaptic neurotransmitter interacts with several postsynaptic receptor subtypes, is akin to that described for acetylcholine receptors in the pleural ganglion of Aplysia (Kehoe, 1967 (Kehoe, , 1969 and rabbit superior cervical sympathetic ganglion (Libet, 1979) , and it offers an opportunity to compare the pharmacology of the receptor subtypes.
We have begun to explore differences in acidic amino acid receptors in the mudpuppy retina which, like other vertebrates, has photoreceptors that synapse on three classes of secondorder neurons: ON bipolars, OFF bipolars, and horizontal cells (Dowling and Werblin, 1969; Werblin and Dowling, 1969; Kaneko, 1970) . The synaptic physiology of the photoreceptor to ON bipolar connection is unusual, and this is reflected in the synaptic pharmacology as well. A dark-released photoreceptor neurotransmitter depolarizes OFF bipolars and horizontal cells by opening channels, but apparently the same neurotransmitter hyperpolarizes the ON bipolars by closing ionic channels (Nelson, 1973; Toyoda, 1973; Werblin, 1979) Glutamate is hypothesized to be the cone transmitter onto all second-order neurons in the mudpuppy retina (Slaughter and Miller, 1983a) . One glutamate analogue, 2-amino-4-phosphonobutyrate (APB), selectively activates only the ON bipolar receptors when applied at micromolar concentrations (Slaughter and Miller, 1981) . Although excitatory amino acid receptors are present on most neurons in both the inner and outer retina (Slaughter and Miller, 1983a) , APBs direct action is limited to the ON bipolar synapse. This selectivity of one glutamate analogue, in a retina that contains many types of glutamate-sensitive neurons, suggests that the ON bipolar synaptic receptor represents a distinct class of excitatory amino acid receptor.
Based on these observations we were interested in further characterizing the ON bipolar receptor by testing molecular conformations and substitutions of glutamate that produced a selective activation of these neurons. We were aided in this effort by the synaptic arrangement of the distal retina which permitted a comparison of the pharmacology of the ON bipolar with that of the OFF bipolar and the horizontal cell. This enabled us to find agents that discriminated between the three synaptic glutamate receptors found at one anatomical locus.
The molecular analysis used in this study relied on the threepoint binding of excitatory amino acids to their receptors which was established by the pioneering studies of Curtis and Watkins (1960) . They demonstrated that the activity of acidic amino acids depended upon three groups: one amino and two carboxyl moieties. The subsequent development of both agonists and antagonists has relied on the alteration of the distance between these groups or on substitutions for these charged moieties. We used a similar approach to discern the three-dimensional arrangement of these binding sites at the ON bipolar receptor. We found that the uniqueness of this excitatory amino acid receptor could be explained by its preferential binding to ljgands which had an intercarboxyl distance that exceeded 4 A. These results reveal one type of excitatory amino acid receptor, identified by APB, which can be described as an "extended" glutamate receptor.
Materials and Methods
Experiments were performed in the superfused retina-eyecup preparation of the mudpuppy, Necturus maculosus, using standard electro- 
Results
The photoreceptor neurotransmitter, which is released maximally in the dark, combines with the synaptic receptors of the ON bipolar, causing a hyperpolarization and a closing of ionic channels (Nelson, 1973; Kaneko and Shimazaki, 1975; Dacheux and Miller, 1976) . APB has a similar effect on both membrane potential and conductance. This is illustrated in Figure 1 in which we compare the voltage and resistance changes produced by APB with those produced in dark by the photoreceptor transmitter.
In the upper trace of Figure 1 a bridge-balanced negative current pulse was injected into an ON bipolar cell during the light stimulus, a period of relatively little photoreceptor input. The application of APB held the cell hyperpolarized during the light stimulus and increased the cell's input resistance as seen by the negative voltage deflection during the current pulse. This is similar to the conductance decrease produced by the photoreceptor transmitter as it hyperpolarizes the ON bipolar in the dark (Fig. 1, lower shown in the bottom trace, both negative and positive current pulses were applied. At the first arrow, a O.l-nA negative current pulse produces a negative deflection in the dark, but a positive deflection during the light response indicating that the photoreceptor transmitter also increases the neuron's input resistance in the dark. At the second arrow, a positive current pulse also indicated that the cell's input resistance was greater in the dark than in the light. The duration of drug application is indicated by the bar above the voltage trace and the timing of diffuse light stimuli is denoted by the bars below the traces.
in dark versus light. These observations not only show the similarity of action of APB and the endogenous transmitter, but they also lead to the conclusion that APB acts at synaptic sites on the ON bipolar since it eliminates the light response while it increases the cell's input resistance. If APB was acting nonsynaptically, the increase in input resistance would enhance, not suppress, the light response.
After establishing this synaptic site of action, we assessed the stereospecificity of this receptor by using the enantiomers of two selective glutamate agonists, APB and serine-o-phosphate. As shown at the top of Figure 2 ,lO pM L-APB mimicked the photoreceptor transmitter. The D form also appeared to act as an agonist, although it was far less potent. We have found that serine-o-phosphate, which is similar in structure to APB, is also selective for the ON bipolar receptor. L-Serine-o-phosphate at 100 PM was a potent agonist at the ON bipolar synapse, whereas a 50-fold higher concentration of the D isomer had little effect (Fig. 2, bottom) . Although less potent that APB, serine-o-phosphate also demonstrates the L-sterospecificity of this synaptic receptor.
Early experiments indicating that aspartate and glutamate could mimic the action of the photoreceptor transmitter led to more recent efforts to discern which of these amino acids is the Figure 4 , even high doses of these two agents did not appear to alter the synaptic responses of the ON bipolar cells. In fish horizontal cells, a-methylglutamate has been shown to have an antagonist action similar to that of a-aminoadipate (Ariel et al., 1982) . This agent did not block the light responses of the ON bipolar (Fig. 4, bottom) . These negative results argue against a role for aspartate receptors in cone neurotransmission at this synapse. The foregoing findings indicated that the ON bipolar receptor could be classified as glutamate preferring.
However, we have found that the OFF bipolar and the horizontal cells also possess glutamate-preferring receptors (Slaughter and Miller, 1983a, c) . Since APB, a glutamate analogue, acts only at the ON bipolar receptor, these neurons must contain a distinct type of glutamate receptor and certain properties of APB must make it a very suitable ligand for this receptor. The phosphonic acid moiety in APB is more acidic than the corresponding carboxylic ImM NMDLA Figure 4 . The ineffectiveness at the ON bipolar synapse of three agents which have been reported to act as aspartate receptors. Upward square pulses indicate small spot stimuli, small downward pulses indicate annular stimuli, and the long downward pulses marked with arrows indicate annular stimuli in the presence of a constant small spot stimulation.
acid of glutamate. The importance of this factor in the selectivity of APB was evaluated by using glutamate and APB analogues with sulfonic acid substitutions, thus providing a terminal group similar in acidity to APB. This substitution was tested in several ways. Initially, we examined the thiol (SH)-substituted analogues of aspartate and glutamate. Neither analogue appeared active, as seen at the left of Figure 5 . When the sulfonic acid analogues were tested, cysteic acid, the aspartate analogue, had little effect whereas homocysteate had a more potent action, again demonstrating the preference of this receptor for glutamate-like ligands. However, homocysteate was significantly less potent than APB and, perhaps more importantly, it was less selective since it depolarized several other classes of glutamate-sensitive neurons in both the inner and outer retina. We also compared the potency of serine-o-phosphate and serine-o-sulfate.
As already mentioned, L-serine-ophosphate is similar in structure to APB and acts as a selective agonist at the ON bipolar synapse at a concentration of 100 pM. In contrast, L-serine-o-sulfate did not show a noticeable agonist effect at this receptor at a concentration of 1 mM (Fig.  6) . These results indicate that the acidity of the terminal group does not appear to account for the potency and selectivity of APB.
Another characteristic of the phosphonic acid moiety of APB is that its bond length is slightly longer than a carboxyl moiety and it contains two hydroxyl groups that are ionized at physiological pH levels. These molecular differences suggested that APB could easily assume an extended conformation, whereas the folded conformation of this molecule might be energetically less favorable than the corresponding, folded glutamate molecule. As early as 1960, Curtis and Watkins demonstrated that the action of excitatory amino acids depended upon three groups: adjacent (a) amino and carboxyl groups and a terminal carboxyl group. At that time they were able to show that the potency of agonists could be altered by changing the chain length separating the adjacent ol-amino-carboxyl complex from the terminal carboxyl moiety. In this context, the molecular properties of APB suggested that the ON bipolar receptor might preferentially interact with an extended form of glutamate, in which the terminal carboxyl group was almost maximally separated from the amino-carboxyl complex. To test this hypothesis, we examined a number of conformationally restricted excitatory amino acid analogues, some of which could match the extended configuration of the glutamate while others could not. Three molecules which serve to epitomize this approach are shown in Figure 7 . In the top two molecules shown in Figure  7 , ibotenate and ADCP, the O-on the termipal carboxyl group is shown at a distance of approximately 5 A from the carbon atom of the a-carboxyl group. In contrast, cis-2,3-piperidine dicarboxylic acid (cis-2,3-PDA) in its most extended conformation separates the corresponding carboxyl sites by less than 4 A. Figure 8 illustrates the differential effects of these agents on the ON bipolar light responses. Ibotenate and ADCP both mimicked the hyperpolarizing action of the photoreceptor transmitter.
Furthermore, although they were not as potent as APB, they were selective in that they did not effect horizontal cells or OFF bipolar synaptic responses. In contrast, cis-2,3-PDA did not alter the light response of the ON bipolar, although it is described as a general excitatory amino acid antagonist (Davies et al., 1981a) , and we have previously demonstrated that cis-2,3-PDA acts at the synaptic receptors of the OFF bipolars and the horizontal cells (Slaughter and Miller, 1983c) . Thus, the conformationally extended analogues of glutamate were effective and selective for the ON bipolar synapse in the outer retina, whereas the folded analogue was comparatively inactive.
In addition to substitutions for the o carboxyl group of glutamate, we also tested compounds in which we altered the (Y carboxyl or amino group. For example, we examined glutamate analogues in which the a carboxyl group was replaced with a phosphonic acid moiety, the hydroxyl group was converted to a methyl or ethyl ester, the cy hydrogen was replaced with a methyl group, or a methyl or acetyl group was added to the amino nitrogen. None of these compounds were active at the ON bipolar receptor at concentrations of 1 mM. Therefore, we could not identify the spatial requirements of the o( carboxyl O-with regard to the amino group except to confirm previous reports that both groups appear to be required for ligand activity.
Aspartate and glutamate contain adjacent carboxyl and amino groups connected to an 01 carbon and a terminal carboxyl group at different distances from the a carbon center. In studying the aspartate receptor, McLennan et al. (1982) have tried to determine whether the amino-terminal carboxyl distance or the intercarboxyl 'distance is more critical for receptor binding. They found that amino glutarate, which has an intercarboxyl distance similar to that of glutamate but an aminocarboxyl distance like that of aspartate, acted like an aspartate analogue. They concluded that for the aspartate receptor the critical distance for ligand binding was the amino-to-terminal carboxyl distance. We have not addressed this question in our analysis of the ON bipolar glutamate receptor since most of the analogues we tested contained o( amino and o( carboxyl groups and we considered this end of the molecule as a unit. However, we did test 4-amino-4-phosphonobutyrate, which is a glutamate analogue in which the a-carboxylic acid is replaced by a phosphate group. This moves the O-corresponding to that of the a carboxyl further from the amino-and the terminal carboxylbinding sites. At 1 mM, this compound was ineffective at the ON bipolar synapse. This suggests that the positioning of the o( carboxyl group is critical to binding for the extended glutamate receptor.
With these results we modeled the ligand that could activate the ON bipolar receptor by comparing the molecular conformations of APB, ibotenate, L-o-phosphoserine, and ADCP. All of these compounds had identically spaced a amino and carboxy1 groups so that, in essence, this modeling identified the location of the terminal O-in relation to these other binding sites. The results of this comparison are shown schematically in Figure 9 . This spacing of the three binding sites matches the extended conformation of glutamate. We have tested several other compounds and correlated their activity with their ability to match the molecular constraints of the model. All of the agents that were potent agonists at the ON bipolar receptor, such as kainic acid, AMPA, quisqualate, and homocysteic acid, were able to match this extended configuration.
On the other hand, several conformationally constrained excitatory amino acid analogues that were ineffective, such as cis-2,3-PDA, trans-2,3-PDA, and trans-2,5-PDA, could not assume the configura- . Schematic depiction of the conformational differences between three acidic amino*acid analogues. The dashed line marks a distance of approximately 5 A from the terminal oxygen to the 01 carbon (E). cis-l&Amino dicarboxycyclopentane (cis ADCP) and ibotenate can match this extended conformation, whereas cis-2,3-piperidine dicarboxylic acid (cis 2,3 PDA) cannot. tion of the model ligand. All of these compounds have been shown to interact with excitatory amino acid receptors at other sites so that their ineffectiveness was not simply a reflection of patent inactivity. trans-2,5-PDA is particularly interesting because it can assume an extended conformation but not one that matches the three-dimensional constraints of the ligand model.
Discussion
Emerging from the observations of Murakami et al. (1972 Murakami et al. ( , 1975 , excitatory amino acids have been shown to mimic the action of the photoreceptor transmitter in amphibians (Marshall and Werblin, 1978; Slaughter and Miller, 1981, 1983a, c) , reptiles (Cervetto and MacNichol, 1972) , and mammals (Bloomfield and Dowling, 1982; Massey and Miller, 1983) , as well as other studies in fish (Wu and Dowling, 1978; Lasater and Dowling, 1982; Rowe and Ruddock, 1982) . Uptake of radiolabeled amino acids (Marc and Lam, 1981) and aspartate aminotransferase immunohistochemistry (Altschuler et al., 1982; Lin et al., 1983 ) and the combination of these two techniques (Brandon and Lam, 1983 ) also suggest that photoreceptors use a dicarboxylic amino acid neurotransmitter. Further support comes from experiments to detect release of labeled, preloaded amino acids (Bauer et al., 1981; Miller and Schwartz, 1983) or endogenous amino acids (Miller et al., 1982) from photoreceptors and from the excitatory amino acid-stimulated release of GABA from horizontal cells (Schwartz, 1982; Yazulla, 1983) . However, a pharmacological analysis has been thwarted until recently by the lack of effective excitatory amino acid antagonists. Exceptions have been the characterization of an aspartate-like receptor on one type of fish horizontal cell using the antagonist a-aminoadipate (Wu and Dowling, 1978 ) and the demonstration that cis-2,3-PDA, acting as a glutamate antagonist, blocks the light responses of OFF bipolar and horizontal cells in the mudpuppy retina (Slaughter and Miller, 1983c) . Because of this general lack of antagonists, conformationally restricted and presumably selective agonists have been developed and used in an effort to differentiate and characterize excitatory amino acid receptors in the vertebrate nervous system (Watkins and Evans, 1981; McLennan, 1981) . This approach led to the identification of several types of glutamate and aspartate receptors. Unfortunately, because these agonists generally act by opening ionic channels, it is difficult to distinguish between synaptic and nonsynaptic sites of action for these agents. In the ON bipolar cells, because excitatory amino acids and the endogenous transmitter both close ionic channels, one can show that the agonists act synaptically.
This has permitted the use of a plethora of excitatory amino acid agonists to characterize this synaptic receptor. A principal aim of our experiments was to determine whether the ON bipolar receptor preferred glutamate-like or aspartatelike ligands. With a variety of compounds used to investigate this distinction, the results consistently indicated that glutamate analogues were more effective. The phosphonic analogue of glutamate (APB) was more potent than the corresponding aspartate analogue (2-amino-3-phosphonopropionate).
Homocysteic acid, the sulfonic acid analogue of glutamate, was also more potent than cysteic acid, the aspartate analogue. A group of glutamate analogues, which included kainic acid, quisqualic acid, and AMPA, was characterized as potent agonists, whereas N-methyl aspartate, a-aminoadipate, a-aminosuberate, and amethylglutamate, which are considered to act at aspartate receptors, were all ineffective at the ON bipolar synapse. Further support for glutamate as a photoreceptor transmitter in the mudpuppy has come from a preliminary high pressure liquid chromatography analysis of the light-modulated release of endogenous amino acids from retinas in which all post-photoreceptor light activity had been suppressed by pharmacological agents. An analysis of the amino acids released in the dark after a period of light stimulation showed that glutamate but not aspartate increased, and this release was calcium dependent (Miller et al., 1982) . Since photoreceptors release transmitter maximally in the dark, this points to glutamate as a photoreceptor neurotransmitter.
We have recently shown that not only the ON bipolar, but also the OFF bipolar and horizontal cells in mudpuppy have synaptic glutamate-like receptors (Slaughter and Miller, 1983c) , as do amacrine and ganglion cells (Slaughter and Miller, 1983b) . Thus, our original report that APB acted only at the ON bipolar receptor indicates that this is a unique type of glutamate receptor. This APB receptor is apparently associated with ON bipolar neurons in a variety of vertebrate retinas including the dogfish (Shiells et al., 1981) , rabbit (Neal et al., 1981; Bloomfield and Dowling, 1983), cat (Horton and Sherk, 1984) , and monkey (Schiller, 1982) . In the literature, the present classification of excitatory amino acid receptors suggests there are three types: (1) a quisqualate-sensitive glutamate receptor, (2) an N-methyl aspartate-sensitive aspartate recep- Figure 8 . The effects on ON bipolar cells of the agents illustrated in Figure 7 . The conformationally extended analogues were effective agonists. The lieht stimulus was a diffuse light in the top trace, and alternating small spot andannular stimuli in the two lower traces.
1 mM IBOTENATE Vol. 5, No. 1, Jan. 1985 1mM cis ADCP n n nJL.JLJL 44 15mV tor, and (3) a kainate-sensitive, possible second type of glutamate receptor (Watkins and Evans, 1981; McLennan, 1981) . Our data in the outer retina of the mudpuppy indicate that all three classes of second-order neurons are sensitive to kainate and quisqualate (both agents are of similar potency) but insensitive to N-methyl aspartate (Slaughter and Miller, 1983a) . But none of these conventional, selective agonists help to distinguish the APB receptor. The present analysis suggests that APB manifests an extended glutamate receptor in which the intercarboxyl distance is approximately 4 A. The O-of the terminal carboxyl group can be localized in space with relation to the other two binding sites. This is based on a correlation of the molecular configurations of ibotenate, ADCP, and APB. This comparison produced only one location for this terminal O-which all three molecules have in common. This model is also consistent with the effectiveness of the other analogues we have tested. That is, agents that act at the ON bipolar receptor, such as L-serine-o-phosphate, 2-amino-5-phosphonovalerate, AMPA, kainate, and quisqualate can all match the spatial constraints of the model. Several agents that cannot fit this model, such as cis-2,3-PDA, trarzs-2,3-PDA, trans-2,5-PDA, and D-a-aminoadipate, are ineffective at this receptor although they are active at other excitatory amino acid receptor sites. This model rests, to some extent, on the supposition that each synaptic receptor has one glutamate-binding site (or multiple, identical sites). This is supported by binding studies cited below suggesting a Hill coefficient near unity.
Relating this model of the extended glutamate receptor to the molecular structure of APB suggests why APB is a potent agonist at the ON bipolar synapse. (Mitchell and Redburn, 1981) and rat brain (Butcher et al., 1983 ) revealed a similar class of receptors. The IC& of several glutamate analogues such as AMPA, ibotenate, serine-o-phosphate, and cis-2,3-PDA, indicates that the receptor analyzed in these binding studies is pharmacologically similar to the ON bipolar receptor in the retina. Furthermore, Mena et al. (1982) and Fagg et al. (1982) have shown that APB binding to this receptor is chloride dependent. They have suggested that the APB-sensitive glutamate receptor is coupled to a chloride ionophore.
This correlates with studies of the ionic mechanism of the ON bipolar cells in mudpuppy (Miller and Dacheux, 1976) .
In assessing the excitatory amino acid pharmacology of the ON bipolar receptor we used two agents, ADCP (Hall et al., 1979) and 2-amino-5-phosphonovalerate (Davies et al., 1981b ), which have been described as N-methyl aspartate receptor selective. These two agents do appear to act at N-methyl aspartate receptor sites which are present in the proximal retina. However, in the distal retina of the mudpuppy, Nmethyl aspartate receptors do not appear to modulate neurotransmission from photoreceptor cones to second-order neurons (Slaughter and Miller, 1983a) , and yet these compounds are active at the ON bipolar synapse. Both agents can assume the extended conformation proposed for the extended glutamate receptor which can account for their activity. Presumably, these compounds interact with the N-methyl aspartate receptor when in a slightly more folded conformation.
ADCP and 2-amino-5-phosphonovalerate are more potent at the N-methyl aspartate receptor, but their action at the APB receptor suggests a limitation in their usefulness in identifying aspartate receptors.
Each class of second-order neuron in the mudpuppy retina contains a distinct type of glutamate-like receptor (Slaughter et al., 1983 ). The present convention of dividing glutamate receptors into two classes, quisqualate and kainte preferring, does not adequately describe these receptors. Although our analysis of the OFF bipolar and horizontal cell receptors is more preliminary, our results raise the possibility that these three types of glutamate receptors can be characterized on the basis of the glutamate conformation that preferentially binds and activates the receptor. In this scheme, the ON bipolar receptor selectively binds to glutatmate in its extended conformation, whereas the OFF bipolars and the horizontal cells preferentially interact with glutamate when it is in a folded or a partially folded conformation, respectively (Slaughter et al., 1983) . This is similar to the explanation of multiple receptor types for other neurotransmitters such as acetylcholine (Martin-smith et al., 1967) and histamine (Kier, 1968 : Ganellin, 1973 ,1982 .
